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Tasty Meds

King Banana PHO Wax by Craft 710
reviewed by Monocle Man
Craft 710 is one of the newer concentrate companies to hit the market. 
I’ve been following them on social media for a little bit now and have been 
anxious to try their product. A big thing that sets Craft 710 apart from other 
concentrate companies is their PHO. No not that soup people can’t get enough 
of, it’s propane hash oil. It’s the first time I’ve really seen a company offer 
propane extraction and I was intrigued to try it. The stars had finally aligned 
and I stopped in Herbal Remedies in Denver, where they had a variety of 
strains available. One of the budtenders recommended the King Banana and 
I gladly took the recommendation. The PHO wax looks similar to what you 
get with BHO but there were a couple differences. A big thing was the PHO 
was much easier to work with. Craft 710 cuts perfect squared grams that don’t 
crumble and break apart like other wax. These will almost snap apart and wont 
burst into pieces. One thing I quickly noticed after trying a dab was a lot of 
characteristics of the flower come through with the extraction. There was a 
robust terpene profile that lingered on my fingers after I dropped a little chunk 
off. It had a cerebral high but was still clear headed. I found it to work great 
for stress and it helped with some discomfort I was having in my neck. It was a 
nice experience for my first time trying propane extracted concentrates. Make 
sure to follow Craft 710 on social media to stay up to date with which centers 
have their PHO in stock. www.craft710.com, www.facebook.com/Craft710

Pineapple Toasted Coconut Sucker 
by Mountain High Suckers
review by Sam Ruderman
The Pineapple Toasted Coconut sucker from Mountain High Suckers is 
potent in both THC and CBD. First off, this lollipop looks amazing. The 
toasted coconut flakes are suspended in pineapple infused deliciousness. 
While the pineapple flavor dominates, the toasted coconut flakes are a tasty 
reward the more you suck.  This discreet treat can be taken anywhere and 
is perfect for the on-the-go cannabis consumer. It takes a while for the 
lollipop to dissolve in your mouth, creating what I’d call a “slow-release” 
effect. The CBD provides a pleasant body high, while the 28 mgs of THC 
will leave you with more of the lingering, yet enjoyable, stoney-baloney 
type high. I would recommend this sucker for when you are hung-over 
and want to take a two-hour nap during the day. It comes on slow, but 
it’s strong, and it lasts the better part of a day. I enjoyed this edible, and I 
am excited to try the other unique flavors available from Mountain High 
Suckers www.mountainhighsuckers.com.
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Sativa Quad Dose by Cheeba Chew - 70mg
reviewed by Monocle Man
Cheeba Chews can be found in pretty much any medical center across the 
state. Their tasty infused chocolate taffies have become a staple in the industry 
for edibles. The Sativa Quad Dose is a staff favorite here at THC Magazine. At 
70mg this tasty chocolate packs a punch. For someone who is new to edibles 
I would recommend cutting the Cheeba Chew into small pieces. It may 
prove to be hard to just have one or two small pieces because these things 
are delicious. Since eating edibles is in my job description I could easily eat 
half and be operational. So I did just that and took a huge bite into the soft, 
creamy chocolate. The initial effects took about 15 minutes to start kicking in. 
There was a light body high that slowly took over my body. The Sativa hash 
oil gave me some pep and had a clean head high. Some edibles can knock you 
down for the count but these will keep you going. If you haven’t had a Cheeba 
Chew before, what are you waiting for? Chew wisely and pick Cheeba Chews. 
Check out their website for more information on their full line of products. 
www.cheebachew.com


